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Remembering That Life 

 
Written by Hannah Hindley 

 

      Ishmael lived with me for a week before he died in my room.  It was January, and 

cold outside, and he seemed uneasy, restless.  Frost had begun to form at the edges of the 

windows, and winter gusts battered the screen frames in forceful staccato; shut off from 

the wind outside, the room smelled of dust and salt.  Blanketed in my top bunk, I read 

one last poem out loud that final night, and Ishmael looked at me numbly.  His mouth 

opened, closed.  “Sweet dreams,” I whispered, and twisted the switch until the light 

dimmed and clicked out.   

     In the morning, bangs stuck against my lips from sleeping too close to my pillow, I 

turned my head to see if he was awake yet.  Without my glasses, I couldn’t see clearly, so 

I inched from under my comforter and used the top of my dresser as a step to lower 

myself from bed onto the floor in the cramped college double I had come to call home.  

My roommate was at his boyfriend’s place, so it was just me in the room this morning, 

and, as I looked more closely at Ishmael’s still form, the dead body of a goldfish. 
 

// 
 

     I guess we’ve all seen dead fish.  

    Years ago, while scavenging for driftwood along California’s coast, I stumbled across 

one that had washed up from the deep, eyes glazed, its thin teeth glistening like needles, 



and I realized I wasn’t the only one swimming in those cold swells.  I stared in horror for 

a few spellbound moments before running from it on fast little legs.  

     At an outdoor market in Seattle last spring, I watched men dressed in rubbery foul-

weather gear toss silver salmon back and forth, catching the slippery bodies with 

nonchalant bravado.  The fish were almost whole, save for long cuts down their stomachs 

out of which the inner parts of them had been torn.  Five ninety-nine a pound.   

     When I got tired of reading Puritan poetry in college, I enrolled in a class that brought 

us, without an ounce of literary analysis, to an ichythyology collection at the far end of 

campus.  Through a back door in Harvard’s Museum of Comparative Zoology, down a 

white hallway and just past a room crowded with disarranged  papers, we found a fish 

library.   

     In the stacks: neither the Encyclopedia of Fishes nor Kurlansky’s Cod, but actual fish, 

bottled and lined like books down the shelves. Acestrocephalus boehlkei from a river in 

South America, Ahynnodontophis rosaliae from deep waters off of Cuba, Bathypterois 

dubius, collected among the Azores in 1890.  

     One and a half million pairs of eyes failed to follow me as I passed down the aisles. 

Countless gills fluttered limply in unseen currents.  Behind their labels, the fish floated in 

yellowy alcohol, wide-eyed, stiff.  The fins on particularly old specimens had begun to 

shred. Some fish, too large for their jars, pressed against the sides at awkward angles, 

folded in half or made to curl along the contours of the glass.  Others, smaller than my 

fingernails, drifted in eerie schools together in the same jar, like little pickled hors 



d’oeuvres.  A litter of unborn sharks hovered quietly in a single vessel, their round yolk 

sacs still connected by a thin cord to their bellies, their snouts softly rounded.  They had 

been an unexpected prize when their mother was caught and opened.  

     Some fish had fangs, others had spiny scales like the skins of pineapples. Those taken 

from deeper places had white, pearly eyes, iridescent in the shadows.  Some were brown 

and wrinkled, like apples forgotten in the basement, and in bloated places along some of 

their bodies, organs had split through the skin and spilled stilly outward, suspended and 

grotesque.  Others had been cleared and stained.  We could see every tiny vertebrae and 

fin ray, brittle and bright, each body intact though only the skeletons were visible, vivid 

with chemical color. Their ribs curved thinly; their jaws were like etched glass.   Our 

whispers sounded loud against the smooth walls. 
 

// 
 

     Intimacy with those little deaths could never have prepared me for the startle of life 

when I returned from winter break that year to find three real, live fish swimming in a 

plastic bowl on the table in my living room.  One of my roommates was vice-president of 

a theatrical group on campus and had braced us all to expect pranks to be played against 

him. Unluckily, it wasn’t he, but my vegan suitemate, who had come back to the room a 

few days earlier to find wild-finned goldfish slapping and twisting on the wet floor in the 

hallway.  The thin bag they’d been in had burst in our mail-slot just before she arrived.  

She screamed and flung open the door, racing to find containers for them, only realizing 

after she had stepped on several that the fish had scattered on the inside of the room, as 



well.  They crunched and slid beneath her feet.  With panicked hands, she scooped up the 

twenty-five survivors and put them in water.  She bought them food, but over the next 

few days, one by one, the battered refugees drifted into death at the tops of mugs and 

repurposed bowls.  

     I made it my immediate mission to keep the remaining three alive.  Having studied 

those buoyant archives in the fish collection, I knew how gills worked and understood the 

careful structure of tails, but now I found myself at a real loss.  How to feed those little 

bodies?  Where to keep them safe?  I left my suitcase unpacked and skidded in boots as 

quickly as the icy streets would allow to the nearest Crate & Barrel in search of a more 

permanent home for them.  Among champagne flutes and overpriced cookie tins, I found 

a wide-mouthed gallon jar.  I picked it up.  Thick-skinned, heavy, the glass was vaguely 

rippled, and I imagined it might take some of the stark sharpness from the fish’s view, 

maybe giving them a better sense of shelter in the wake of their ordeal.  I bought it.   

     On my way home, I stopped by the bead store, hoping to find texture and color for the 

world I was creating.  I chose a long string of uneven green rocks to lay across the bottom 

of the container and gingerly, I carried my purchases back down the slippery roads. 

     When I got home, I found the three remaining fish milling agitatedly at the surface of 

their bowl, gulping with wide, quick mouths.  I sprinkled some food over them (made, I 

noticed on the package, with the dust of other fish), but the restless survivors ignored it.  

Their mouths opened, closed, opened soundlessly. I tensed and knelt down at their level, 

trying to make sense of their behavior with what little I knew about their anatomy.  In the 



hushed room, we stared at each other.   

     When I couldn’t watch any longer, I rummaged for a cup and scooped them up one at 

a time.  Careful not to pinch their fins, I transferred them into their new home and set 

them on a shelf where they couldn’t be bumped or capsized.  I took the beads and curled 

them across the bottom of the jar like colored gravel.  I scattered more flakes in their 

water, where they floated in thin flecks before saturating and settling, uneaten, among the 

rocks. I named them Lee, Harvey, and Oswald, and I read to them from Neruda’s 

“Enigmas” before going to bed that night. 
 
          I walked around as you do, investigating  
          the endless star,   
          and in my net, during the night, I woke up naked,  
          the only thing caught, a fish trapped inside the wind. 
     

     Mid-verse, a returning roommate opened the door on me.  I froze sheepishly.  We 

faced each other with open mouths for a moment before we both broke into laughter--at 

my absurdity, at his witnessing.  “This isn’t what it looks like,” I declared.  But he 

smiled, unconvinced, and left me with the open book of poems in my lap and my three 

disinterested wards busily searching the underbelly of the surface for something I 

couldn’t provide them. Feeling exposed, I listened to my friend retreat into his room.  I 

think, although neither of us would have admitted it at the time, he knew with greater 

clarity than I why I sat among the fish, why I read to them, why I fought so urgently for 

their lives. 

     Much later, I rose and padded out in the darkness to check on them.  Alone in the 



common room, they drifted slowly in the moonlight, fins spinning restlessly, pale in the 

thin beams that fell across their jar.  By morning, Harvey and Oswald were dead.   

     Or maybe it was Lee and Harvey.   

     Not knowing, I renamed the final survivor, and Ishmael moved in with me so I could 

keep a closer eye on him.   
 

// 
 

     In the fish collection, everything was dead, but maybe not entirely lifeless. Like 

photos in a darkroom, histories fixed themselves along little lengths of spine and scale. 

Following the shaft of an anglerfish’s lure—from its base at the top of the head to its 

knobby, wormlike tip—I could almost see the flashes of bioluminescence scattering as it 

prowled through the lightless abyss, see that bulbous tip twitch alluringly as careless, 

hungry little things wandered too close to that tempting filament and lost themselves in 

the fish’s cage of teeth.   

     The bottled fetuses looked tender, still round with the possibility of birth.  

     The stained specimens revealed everything.  Each transparent torso exposed the 

workings of the life it once held.  Slow measures of growth showed crisply along each 

rib. The sludge of the everyday had been flushed from behind their eye sockets and out 

from between their invisible muscles, and now they looked like memorials of themselves: 

not quite art, not quite bodies. They were truths, laid bare. They tingled with finely-

jointed, magenta energy. Skeletal, neon purple, they carried their past gingerly in their 

jaws.  



     I watched as a teaching fellow laid a small, fresh shark out in a pan and carefully 

sawed off a slice of its head.  The area around its nostrils was cold and a little rough to 

the touch. The cartilage cut smoothly. Beneath the skin and skull, we found its brain: wet, 

pink, ridged.  It was just flesh now, soft folds of tissue, but I imagined that somewhere 

among those ridges, its stories were still hidden: the sharp impulses that drove it to snap 

and eat, the memory of water as it flushed through gills, the vague, buoyant feeling of 

tide as the sleepless animal roamed thoughtlessly under the night sky, the final fury of 

being drawn up with hook and net into the killing air.  Written in its skin and in its brain, 

I could glimpse the movements that carried it through existence.  The shark’s body 

revealed its life.  

     As the knife pressed deeper, the tray filled with dark blood.   
 

// 
 

     Ishmael continued to gasp at the top of his tank, as if he were right on the verge of 

forsaking his gills and surfacing to taste air, instead.  Worried that his frantic behavior 

might be an unarticulated struggle for oxygen, I rethought the fish’s home.  I filled a clear 

plastic storage tub with water and slid Ishmael in, to revel in this broadened surface area, 

but still he mouthed wordless things at that airy margin.   

     In the evenings, I read to him. A.R. Ammons.  Elizabeth Bishop.  Mary Oliver: 
 
          Stroke by 
          stroke my 
          body remembers that life and cries for 
          the lost parts of itself . . . .  
 



     I wondered if this was trauma.  In his mind’s eye, did his two dozen companions 

thrash lidlesslly in the hallway?  Could he still feel the sharp passage of air through his 

gills in those long, urgent moments out of water?  Goldfish, I’ve been told, have three-

second memories.  I thought about that as I read to him.  By the end of each line, had he 

already forgotten the beginning?  By the time he was back in water, could he still 

remember the close-packed explosion in the mail slot?  His anxious mouth seemed too 

evocative to deny that somewhere in the small chambers of himself, he still held the slap 

of floor and gasp of companions lodged in some deeper place than mind.  I liked to think 

that even if my words were unintelligible, and even if each came as a surprise to a stupid 

being who remembered only silence, that somehow the overall body of each poem could 

still wrap itself around him, pressing against bone if not brain, ricocheting from fin to fin 

in deep, hidden movements.   

     Our memories are so much more than intellectual depots.  Where the mind fails, the 

physical enters.  A rubber band, when stretched between fingers, will remember its 

original dimensions and sink back into itself when released.  The ocean, with vast, 

circulating momentum, remembers slight changes in wind and weather and carries those 

motions through the years in broadening circles and deepening currents years after a 

storm has dissipated.  A cleared fish, bright with stain, will maintain its finely-boned 

shape long after it is moved into its glycerin bath.  
 

// 
 



     What, though, when the body is gone?  In the absence of the physical, does memory 

stand a chance? Ishmael finally stopped gasping a few days after he moved in.  He looked 

realer than the bottled fish, realer, even, than those sleekly tossed salmon on the other 

coast.  He was neither specimen nor food, but something palpable and named and lost.  

His was a flimsy body, and not particularly magnificent or repulsive: small, limp, colored 

a slightly dimmer orange than when he’d been alive.  I sang a song in the bathroom, 

feeling foolish, and flushed him down the toilet.   

     Two summers ago, my dad and I followed the narrow coastal highway north from our 

home in California.  To our right, rounded yellow hills dipped and rose, punctuated by 

stray cows and thistle.  On our other side, cliffs dropped breath-catching distances down 

to the sea, as if the land had been sliced abruptly by some cosmic cleaver.  Foam and fury 

edged up against the steep space left behind.  New to driving, I sat stiffly behind the 

wheel, knuckles whitening at each sharp curve.  Water churned below us, distant, blue, 

immediate.   

     In the late afternoon, we parked and explored the coast by foot.  Ancient rock from 

deep regions of the sea had uplifted here and rose in terraces and pillars in either 

direction.  Wind and tide had licked clean and scraped hollows and ledges in the rock, 

sculpting tall formations, chiseling vast fields of fragile honeycomb patterns into the 

rough cliffs.  In the basins and folds where time had imprinted itself, water had come and 

gone, and in its place we found crystallized reserves of salt, spread in gemlike crusts 

underfoot.  Pelican shadows brushed against our faces.  



     We pitched a tent beneath a pine and watched the orange fan of sunset unfold.  In the 

dusk, we sipped the special red wine saved only for father-daughter excursions and, when 

the color had dimmed around us and the world grown grainy and gray, we unfolded our 

sleeping pads and read aloud Ray Bradbury shorts, like in the old days.  “The Sound of 

Summer Running,” “The Golden Apples of the Sun.”  We lay under the sky, darker 

where the gnarled tree leaned across it, and I asked to hear his own stories.  I’d come to 

learn that he would never share the full arc of his life with me, but instead would only 

give me isolated memories, the way he’d sometimes bring me a surprise from the 

cluttered workshop: an old glass bottle, a horseshoe, a bent spring.  He’d tell me about 

the time he learned to build wooden boats in a small town on the west coast or how, 

before the days of containerization, he worked as a marine engineer alongside grizzled 

men who still remembered the days of sail.   

     Tonight, he told me about his sea voyage to Asia aboard a cargo ship.  At a port in 

Japan, he and a friend found bikes and sped off among the sharp corners and bright noise 

of the city until twilight found them once more at the water’s edge.  They got off their 

bikes and stood in the still evening, watching fishermen cast glowing lures out from the 

docks.  The men called out to one another in a soft language, and my dad listened for the 

changes in tone and tempo, but couldn’t understand their words.  He and his friend stood 

in silence in the gathering night.  Set in quiet flight, the little lights skimmed on invisible 

lines out across the dark water.   

     At the end of his story, his breath slowed into sleep, and I lay wordlessly, listening to 



the distant surf crash outside against the arched bodies of rock. 

     A few weeks later, my dad disappeared on a diving expedition.  A friend from work 

drove me to my hometown that evening and held me with her free hand as I choked back 

salty fear.  I lay curled in my mother’s arms that night, and we inhaled in thin breaths as 

we waited for the ring of the phone, the knock of the door.  When I slept, I dreamed of 

teams of dark divers circling the place where he’d gone missing and could almost hear 

the sound of helicopters in the midnight sky cutting low among islands.  The next 

morning, a policeman mounted our front steps and touched the doorbell once.  My mom 

answered.  His body had been found, 75 feet below the surface in a kelp bed off of 

Southern California’s coast.  

     He was taken somewhere and cut open, but the autopsy revealed only a healthy, if 

somewhat waterlogged, body.  The Coast Guard found no fault with the diving 

equipment. For months afterward, the men who had dived with him, guilty, perhaps, that 

they had surfaced without checking to see if he was following them, evaded speaking to 

us about the final minutes before my father’s disappearance.  A mystery, then.  

Mermaids, maybe, tempting a lost sailor toward death with sweet voices like in the days 

of old.  Or a loss of oxygen.   

     I decided ahead of time not to look at him when he was brought north for cremation.  

Waiting for family to come back out of the funeral home, I realized I would never see his 

face again: the splayed wrinkles that spread from the corners of his eyes, the wide, 

whiskered smile that never fully left his mouth even when temper furrowed his brow.  I 



was tempted to change my mind, to run inside and see him one more time as a body 

before even that disappeared, but the strong sense that he was already gone set an open 

space yawning in my chest and kept me put.  I was in no mood to see that face 

transformed, emptied.  I sat in the car, turned off the music. The light moved slowly 

across the parking lot.   
 

// 
 

     If memory is a physical retention of things—the energy in a rubber band drawing it 

back into its original shape, the ocean carrying ancient storms in its vast stomach, an 

interrupted fetus suspended in an eternal glycerin womb, a bruised goldfish gasping for 

release as its muscles relive, again and again, the terror of the mail slot—what happens 

when the rubber band snaps, when the fish is flushed?  I washed my hands of shark blood 

in the Museum of Comparative Zoology and didn’t look back to see the animal’s chunks 

of brain slip into the garbage among gill filaments and bile.  My dad came home in a bag 

full of fine gray dust and heavier lumps of material: melted buttons, bone.  He is scattered 

now among mountains, soggy in the leaf litter of forests, drifting like ocean snow in the 

slow tides off our home coast.  Whatever memories his body held have been yielded up 

to the wind and slow mechanisms of geology. 
 

// 

     In the 19th Century, a young biologist took sponges and tore them apart into individual 

cells.  He set them aside and watched as, with slow, deliberate movements, the cells 

moved toward one another and came together.  They bound themselves into larger 



formations, first fusing into vague balls, eventually adopting structure.  A new body 

formed from disaggregated scratch.  Unified life from torn pieces. 
 

// 

     Elsewhere, researchers trained tiny flatworms to respond preemptively to a stimulus 

by curling up in anticipation of an electric shock rather than stretching out in the presence 

of light, as is instinctive for them.  When the worms were sliced into hundreds of pieces 

and fed to other untrained worms, the new worms resisted instinct as if they, too, had 

been trained to fear the shock. They shrank into themselves when the light turned on. 
 
 

// 

     Monarch butterflies cover immense distances as they migrate south to overwinter.  

Returning north, they only ever reach the lower part of their range before laying eggs and 

dying.  On tremulous new wings, the next generation will complete the northward 

journey, skimming over wide stretches of continent to precise homes, closing a careful 

circle they had never begun.  The following fall, in a confident orange flurry, they repeat 

their parents’ journey, gathering for the first time, months later, in the exact trees the last 

generation found in that circuit too vast to be completed in a single lifespan. 

     Memory, it seems, is not a purely mental exercise, nor is it just a physical record of 

the bruises and miracles we collect as individuals along the dusty road, but it is a forward 

movement, a thing that carries histories into new lives and seeps, transformed, under 

rocks and into wings. 
 

// 



 

     High in the Trinity Alps, I took my mother to a snowmelt creek and waded with her in 

the quick eddies above a waterfall that my dad and I had hiked to a year before.  I carried 

a sack filled with what was once my father and, as the channel deepened, we cast 

handfuls of him across the clear surface.  The grey flecks soaked through and sank wetly 

among the smooth pebbles underfoot.  Swift fish, mottled with the blues and sheen of the 

stones around them, brushed against my ankles and slipped again out of sight.  The rocks 

were loud with the smash and froth of falling water, and twilight settled in softly without 

my hearing it.   

     We slept there after sundown, head to head, hauled up on a thin island of granite.  

Mouths opened and closed in the darkness around us: things drinking from the near 

shore—maybe, inadvertently, lapping up thin flakes of ash with thirsty tongues.  I found 

her hand in the night, warm to the touch, the color of mountains in the dim light.  The 

moon caught in the branches of trees and in the quiet hours that carried us places beneath 

our own thoughts, distant stars spun slowly in the wide current of the night. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
	  


